Car exchange platform

What will you be creating?

You will be creating a web application. A person (usually private person, but could also be juridical person) enters an advertisement to the system in order to exchange its vehicle. After that, page guests can see the ad and phone number, but registered users can in addition send direct messages. After the advertiser has done the exchange, it is the advertiser responsibility to remove the ad within 2 days. Page guests and users must also be able to search for ads. Ads will have different expire periods.

In early development stage, we will be focusing on the vehicle exchange. Under a vehicle is meant cars, trucks, tractors, motorcycles. Later on we could add boats, aircrafts and parts.

So basically you are building a solution with front end + back end and database. At least a prototype is expected from you. We are also excepting active use of git and different build for front and back end.

Detailed list of requirements will be forwarded to you when you chose this project.

Why?

Although there are Facebook groups and auto24.ee site, we still some potential in this solution. Problem with Facebook is the number of different car or exchange groups and the lack of anonymity. Also the add items get sorted by activity.

Auto24.ee is meant more for selling cars. Although there is an option to search for ads with exchange options, not many are aware of it. Sometimes the owners of vehicles with exchange option are still not interested in it and only want money.

So we will be bring the exchangers together and offer them better search options than in Facebook.

Whom?

Individuals who are interested in car exchange.

The first group will be young adults (university and school students). They don’t have much free money to spend, but are looking for options to get a newer car.

The other group will be people who are just tired from their current car and want something else.

Third group will be people who want to get rid of their car, but looking money + car as exchange.

Conditions

Short IP Assignment Agreement linked from course website.

Contacts

Allar Soo allar.soo@gmail.com

Piret Somelar piret.somelar@gmail.com

You can mail us both.